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BBC Trust Consultation on the BBC’s revised Syndication Policy  

Response from BBC Audience Council England 

 

Executive Summary 

Background 

A group of six audience council members volunteered to formulate a response to 

the revised Syndication Policy on behalf of Audience Council England. The members 

each have a particular interest in the subject, either through their professional lives 

or through a personal interest in and experience of the technology and its 

applications for BBC content (see Annex for members’ names and biographies).  

 

Main Points 

Syndication should be maintained through the principle of aggregation of BBC 

content through the iPlayer.  In addition, navigation of iPlayer content is easy to use, 

with the full range of BBC content and services on display, and should be 

maintained. 

 

It is essential for the BBC to interpret and exploit fast-moving technology in 

delivering its content to consumers, whilst ensuring value for money within an 

ethically sound template. 

 

The revised Syndication Policy helps deliver the BBC public purpose of supporting 

and developing Emerging Communications, with the potential reach assisting in 

delivery of the Citizenship and sustaining civil society  purpose.   

 

Members agree that the services should remain free at the point of entry; provide 

parental controls, subtitling and audio description; and be free of commercial 

advertising. 

 

Many of the points put forward by potential stakeholders for single programming of 

BBC content are based on arguments of ensuring maximum reach to licence payers, 

but there are clearly commercial considerations for their operations in packaging 

BBC syndicated programming in their services.   
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In this context, one of the group noted that the BBC can protect its public purposes 

and these will be delivered by a BBC management encouraged to operate in an 

atmosphere of ‘enlightened self-interest’. This necessarily implies that the means 

of delivery, and the attendant costs, will increasingly become a ‘partnered’ model in 

which syndication assumes a more significant role.  

 

A note of caution was sounded here, about the use of would-be partners which 

might cheapen the BBC’s reliable and trustworthy brand and force consumers to 

look elsewhere for primary content. 

 

There was some concern that the BBC was incurring costs in developing applications 

to access BBC content on specific platforms when it is likely that these are adding 

value to those platforms. It was felt that the platform owners would and should be 

prepared to develop these. 

 

The group identified four key questions from the consumer perspective:  

 will my chosen platform display my preferred on-demand content? 

 how easy is it to navigate?  

 is the display/audio quality of a high standard? and  

 do I trust the provider? 

 

On the question of trust, members believe it is important to protect the BBC brand 

and to ensure that other companies do not take advantage of the content for their 

own ends. Among the safeguards suggested are showing the BBC logo on-screen 

during playback; having a short generic BBC introduction; and including the BBC 

logo at the end of the credits.  

 

It was felt that the proposals fail to recognise the significance of the digital divide. 

Many licence payers simply do not experience a satisfactory broadband speed to 

rely on syndicated distribution, and there is validity in certain stakeholder 

comments that the viewing experience is consequently destroyed in these 

circumstances.  

 

In considering the on-demand syndication guidelines, the question of legacy issues 

was raised; one member took the view that the Trust should give the Executive a 

clear indication in the guidelines as to what level it would expect them to invest 

licence fee payers’ money into solving legacy issues incurred either through past 

third party hardware/software developments outside of BBC control, or indeed 

through the BBC’s own policies.  
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Another member disliked the protectionist measures set out in the policy and did 

not understand why stakeholders were effectively being forced to take a standard 

version of the iPlayer product even when it might be detrimental to the end user. 

 

Further points were made, as follows:  

 The importance of aggregating the BBC brand and metadata information 

should not be underestimated, including for radio. Indeed, the availability of 

metadata is essential to support many of the desired features.  

 It was unclear whether the policy covered any content not ‘broadcast’ on 

linear services. This would seem to imply that the BBC would not be 

providing anything that has not been broadcast. How does that relate to 

events such as Wimbledon and Glastonbury, where it would seem that a lot 

of material is captured but never broadcast? 

 In licensing any syndicated protocol, it is imperative that the BBC provides 

continued medium/long term technical support to third parties’ hardware to 

ensure that licence payers do not find a service becomes prematurely 

obsolete or unavailable; 

 Creating a seamless experience for accessing BBC content within another 

environment will not be easy.  Older users in particular may be put off if 

menus are different or the interface clunky. 

 With the speed of technological advances, locking stakeholders into one of 

the three standard versions (html, Flash, MHEG), as per the previous iteration 

of the policy, seemed inappropriate. Members agreed with the preference for 

a framework model where the BBC retains strong controls but also allows 

stakeholders to do what they want to best serve their users.   

 Members wondered why there was no mention of 4G, comparing the 

situation with other countries visited; and noted that many consumers would 

like BBC content to be available outside the UK. 

 They would also like the ability to search the BBC archives and download old 

programmes on a paid for basis, via iTunes for radio and the iPlayer for 

television.  

 The Red Button is increasingly looking like a clunky and out-dated technique 

for expanding user choice; the fully integrated iPlayer must be the ultimate 

target, funded in large part by syndication revenues. 
  
 

In conclusion, the proposed policy seems quite general in some ways, leaving the 

detail to the guidelines, yet in other ways seems overly specific in differentiating 

between video and radio content. The view is that a single policy covering all ‘full 

length’ content would have been more appropriate as it is unclear what the purpose 

of the differentiation achieves. 
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Detailed Comments 

1.  Full-length television content 

The BBC iPlayer is a great resource and strength of the BBC.  One member 

suggested it would be useful to link the different iPlayers up, as sometimes 

programmes are not available on television through Virgin or similar providers; and 

also asked that more be done to drive the facility of streaming BBC channels live, 

always supposing that the licence fee issue (ie the circumstances under which a TV 

licence is required) is made clear. 

 

The perception of the BBC and its brand as a provider of a range of television 

programming genres is high; syndication of programming must ensure that this is 

maintained if the BBC is to continue to provide value for its licence payers, 

particularly as the linear broadcasting experience becomes more fragmented. 

 

 

Navigation of iPlayer content is easy to use, with the full range of BBC content and 

services on display, and should be maintained.  

 

The BBC should only agree to develop open protocols over and above those 

currently used in the rarest of circumstances and always judged against value for 

money. 

 

The increasing sales of Smart TVs licensed for Apps iPlayer facilities via OTT 

delivery is probably the future’s most cost-efficient method of syndicated delivery 

to domestic TVs. 

 

One member pointed out that it was unclear whether it was possible at present to 

put together one’s own schedule from the whole of the BBC offering; this was a 

desired feature; and also asked if the proposed changes meant there would be a 

charge for using FreeSat in the future.  

 

Questions arose about some of the key principles. At paragraph 14 (e), what 

constitutes ‘appropriate’? Does this include locations (which would be hard to 

control with portable devices) or does this mean the display context? Does it include 

any relationship to advertising (e.g. ‘banner’ ads, possibly based on metadata), 
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implied endorsements or sponsorship? ‘Appropriate’ (or perhaps more helpfully 

‘inappropriate’) needs some definition here. 

And at paragraph 20, to what does the phrase ‘external links’ refer to? Under what 

circumstances would the BBC include links to other providers? 

On the stewardship of public money referred to in paragraph 15, there was a 

strongly expressed view that the BBC should never under-value its product and 

should be robust in defending its content.  It was suggested that the following six 

considerations be taken into account in any syndication arrangements. 

 The retention of all rights over editing options, in order to preserve integrity 

 Authorisation of any/all further, downstream, syndication 

 Contextual integrity 

 Acknowledgements by syndicants 

 Exclusivity in all specific arrangements/contracts 

 Royalties and remunerations consistent with market values. 

 

2. Full-length radio content 

As consumption of radio is more ‘mobile’, the proposals set out in paragraph 19 

are appropriate.  

 

Mobile phones, iPads and an increasing number of DAB and internet radios have 

quality visual displays capable of displaying high quality metadata content.  This 

already enables essential aggregation of BBC promotional content to syndicated 

programming. 

 

One member pointed out that from his experience of DAB/Internet radio, the BBC is 

already falling behind commercial operators such as Absolute Radio and Classic FM 

in using visual displays to aggregate station identification and programme 

information; this applies to the simultaneous merging of DAB audio feeds with on-

line sourced visual station information content. 

 

Another member asked whether distinguishing between MP3 and video (for 

example MP4) would be relevant for much longer, if indeed it was now?  iTunes 
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allows subscription to ‘vodcast’ content for display on portable devices and the 

BBC’s current service allows download of video to devices such as Archos and 

Phillips media players, for viewing on the move. A policy that covered distribution to 

portable media players, whether that be audio or video, would be more appropriate. 

 

The reference in paragraph 27 is the same as in paragraph 17 for television content 

TV (and presumably for short form content too); it would be better to state that this 

applies to all syndicated content rather than repeating it.   

Full-length radio content should be treated the same as full-length television 

content. The distinction between iPlayer programmes and podcasts should be made 

clearer.  There was an opportunity here to champion local content.  

 

3. Short-form content 

There was broad agreement with the proposed policy.  However one member noted 

the failure to stipulate that subtitles and audio description were required for those 

who are hard of hearing.  It should be a long term aim to include paragraph 14 (h) 

unless it can be established that this is technically not feasible. 

Another asked in what way the approach was more flexible, and suggested this be 

spelled out. A third suggested that trailers and short clips should not be on iPlayer 

and should instead be found elsewhere on the BBC website, in a context-sensitive 

basis. 

 

4. The on-demand syndication guidelines 

 

In requesting the Executive to set out guidelines and how their policy can  operate,  

little comment or advice is given on the Trust’s views on how to deal with legacy 

issues incurred due to either past BBC policy or third party market developments, 

and whether they would comply with the new policy. 

 

In the section headed Approach (paragraphs 21, 23, 24), the Trust indicates that its 

preferred approach to syndication is by the standard BBC iPlayer product delivered 

by the internet, but states that occasionally circumstances will arise to justify 

arrangements that depart from this model. It goes on to say it does not anticipate 

that such cases will be common or easy to justify. 

 

In the main document Syndication of BBC on Demand (paragraph 4.6.3), which deals 

with stakeholders’ opposition to the principle of the aggregated approach, there is 
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arguably already evidence that a stakeholder may be a special case based on 

current hardware installed in a substantial number of licence fee payers’ homes, for 

instance the iPlayer content available on some Virgin Media boxes.  

 

 

 

1.2.2012
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ANNEX 

Members of the Audience Council England Syndication Policy Review group 

Yorkshire RAC 

 

Ian Palmer (Chair) and ACE member 

 Dr Ian Palmer is the dean of computing, informatics 
and media at the University of  
Bradford. 

 He oversees undergraduate and postgraduate studies 
in subjects ranging from mathematics to media 
production with a diverse community of 1,000 students. 

 His career has been based in digital technology, starting as an electronic engineer. 

 He then moved through software development to researching computer graphics, animation 
and games before starting his academic career. 

 He is the university's ambassador to the Middle East, deputy chair of the university's 
equality and diversity committee and chair of governors at a local school. 

 He has lived in Yorkshire for 15 years and has a keen interest in regional and national media 
developments, keeping up with these via podcasts, Twitter and RSS feeds as well as more 
traditional methods. 

 His leisure interests include reading, music, classic cars and sport, and he lives in Ilkley with 
his wife Nicki and three cats. 

 
Helen Hall 

 Helen settled in South Yorkshire from Sunderland in 
2006. 

 She is training to be a secondary school English 
teacher, having graduated from the University of 
Sheffield, where she also received the Sheffield 
Graduate Award. 

 While at university, Helen remained a committed Guider and became involved in 'Students 
in Free Enterprise' - she co-leads a project that aims to raise awareness and fundraise for St. 
Luke's Hospice in Sheffield. 

 Her interests include football, driving, acting, videogames and writing. 

 She is particularly interested in helping to drive the BBC forward as it expands its digital 
repertoire 

 
 
 South RAC 
 

CK Nam 

 CK works for the government and is currently based in 
Aldershot. 

 He describes himself as a 28 year-old male, British born 
but with Chinese heritage. 

 He has experienced British, Chinese and Asian culture 
throughout his life which has improved his 
appreciation of diversity. 
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 He has a broad circle of friends from university where he was an active member of the LGBT 
society. 

 He enjoys discussing and debating current affairs and society issues with friends and 
colleagues. 

 
North East and Cumbria RAC 
 

Andrew Philpotts 

 Andrew is the retired owner of a science based 
company. 

 He is a Humanist, married, with children and 
grandchildren, and is a member of the local rugby 
club, the Institute of Petroleum and the Energy 
Institute. 

 He watches BBC1, 2, ITV, Channel 4, Sky Sports and 
UK Gold, and enjoys drama, news, science documentaries, current affairs and Look North. 

 He reads the Telegraph, the Mail, Newcastle Journal, Petroleum Review and New Scientist. 
 
West Midlands RAC 
 

Robin Jones 

 Robin is a retired Local Government Officer who was 
responsible for a frontline Revenue Collection service 
dealing directly with the Public. 

 He is involved in voluntary church activities. 

 He is interested in architecture and has recently 
been accepted as a volunteer for the National Trust. 

 Back in the 1970s he assisted in setting up a hospital 
broadcasting service and spent ten years as a broadcast volunteer. 

 He listens to and views a wide range of programme content from all broadcast providers, 
and has a particular interest in new technology developments for the delivery of programme 
content. 

 

John Smart 

 After working for 25 years as a manager and senior manager for BT in the UK and Asia, John 
set up his own consultancy company in 1994. 

 He is also enterprise fellow at Keele University's management school, chair, ambassador and 
fellow of the Staffordshire Chartered Management Institute, a member of the Institute of 
Directors, finance director of the Mitchell Memorial Arts Centre Trust and an active member 
of a business mentoring group. 

 He enjoys challenges, developing people to reach their potential, and simply giving back to 
society as he has had 'a truly blessed life'. 

 He is married with two children and four grandchildren. 

 He likes that the BBC does not have adverts, saying that this makes the BBC 'free to make 
great programmes unfettered by the needs or wishes of advertisers'. 

 He says that the BBC website is the best in the world and it is what he trusts when he is 
outside the UK. 

 
 
ends 
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